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Who answered the survey?
PIN or LID?
Intrastate Regulations

Where do they apply?

- All exhibition cattle – 10/16 respondents
- All cattle at change of ownership – 8/16 respondents
- All breeding cattle at change of ownership – 7/16 respondents
- Other
  - All cattle 18 months and older at change of ownership
  - All cattle leaving DSA
  - Brand inspection for a number of instances
  - All sexually intact cattle that move through a market or dealer
  - All dairy cattle
  - All movement across county lines
  - All cattle moving into or out of TB area
Primary eartag

Bar chart showing:
- NUES: 40
- 840-RFID: 6

Map of the United States with states colored to represent the data: states with higher numbers are in blue.
Secondary eartag
NUES tags with state postal abbreviation?

If yes, in what species are they used?

- Bovine: 9
- Porcine: 9
- Caprine: 4
- Cervid: 3
- Ovine: 3
How are NUES tag records maintained

- Paper - at their office: 14
- Electronically - at their office: 10
- Paper sent to state; we keep as paper: 8
- Paper sent to state; we enter in database: 22
- Electronically submitted to state; we load in our IT system: 14
- We do not administer NUES tags: 2
How are 840 tag records maintained

- Records entered into AIMS: 22
- Records entered into state IT system: 22
- We do not administer or distribute 840 AIN tags: 15
• 90% of exports are on ICVIs
• 79% of cattle exported are on ICVIs
• 3% of exports are on OSS
• 6% of cattle exported are on OSS
Other Movement Documents

- Livestock auction sales slips/ sale yard releases/ market clearance forms/ way bills/ load out sheets
- Brand inspections/ pasture-to-pasture permits/ Form I Certificate of Livestock Inspection
- Cervid movement permits
- Exhibition certificates
- 9-3 for avian movements
- Swine Production Health Plan agreements/ commuter herd agreements for swine
- Herd health plans
How do we increase the use of electronic systems?

- Mandatory/ regulation (electronic forms, RFID tags)
- Incentives for vets (low/no-cost platforms, provide software/hardware, offer to eliminate import permits)
- Retirement
- Charge more for paper documents
- Targeted outreach
- Client/ industry pressure
- Increase ADT enforcement (at entry points, on complete CVI data)
% Exports on Elec-CVIs
Electronic data systems

- What system do you use to convert paper-based ICVIs to electronic media?
- Describe the method...

- What system, if any, do you utilize to search for data elements within electronically stored ICVIs?
- Briefly describe how the system works…
Electronic data systems

- What percentage of your electronically stored ICVIs are saved with searchable data elements?
- 37 respondents had 0-100% searchable data capabilities

- 16 at 100%
- 1 at 70%
- 3 at 30-50%
- 3 at 10%
- 11 at 0%
Searchable points

- Certificate number: 25
- Date of shipment: 27
- Official ID: 23
- Destination address: 24
- Origin address: 24
- Other: 20
Is ADT enforced beyond collection points?

[Map showing states with ADT enforcement highlighted]
QUESTIONS